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Abstract

Effects of Bit Geometry in Multiple Bit-Rock Interaction

Rizwan A. Qayyum

The impact of bit-coal/rock interaction during the cutting process in underground mines is great concern to the mining community of the world. Rock/coal cutting bears directly on rock/coal dust generation that causes “black lung/silicosis” in miners. On the other hand, rock cutting generates radiance of sparks that has potential to cause face ignition. Bit wear affects productivity, safety and economy. Hundreds of face ignitions and millions of dollars in productivity and compensation for respirable rock/coal dust related diseases are attributed to the cutting action of continuous miners/shearers. These undesirable impacts could be minimized by proper selection of bit types, bit design, cutting parameters of the cutting head, and amount of water and position of water jets. This thesis evaluates the effects of bit geometry in multiple bits – rock interaction, utilizing an automated rotary coal cutting simulator (ARCCS) and synthetic rock. Five types of bit/cutting tool with different cone and tip geometry were tested against the synthetic rock of 16” x 14” x 4” dimension. The rotation of the cutting drum was kept at 100 rpm and the cutting drum was advanced at 0.14 in/sec of advance. Cutting force, penetration force, rate of advance and respirable dust were measured during the cutting process. Specific energy and specific dust were also calculated for each experiment.
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CHAPTER 1

1.1 Introduction:

The high demand for coal production has increased the need for mechanical coal cutting and roof support in underground coal mines. On the other hand our coal reserves are shrinking, forcing operators to mine thin coal seams and subsequently to cut roof/floor rocks in order to maintain sufficient clearance for equipment. At the present time approximately 57 longwall faces and more than 2000 continuous miners are in operation. Enormous miles of entries are developed by these continuous miners for longwall operations as well as room and pillar mining. The amount of silica and respirable dust generated by excavating coal and cutting roofs with continuous miners is the major concern for the industry. A U.S. Government printing office stressed that every year more than 250 workers in the U.S. will die form silicosis and more than 1 million U.S. workers are exposed to crystalline silica. Unfortunately, coal mine operations contribute significantly to these statistics.

The continuous mining machines, which were introduced in 1950s, now account for approximately half of the coal production from the underground mines. Unfortunately, these continuous miners, which were designed for increasing productivity, have also increased the concentration of respirable dust in the mines. Dust control techniques such as conventional water sprays and dust collectors are only partially effective and require additional equipment expenditures. A better approach would be to reduce respirable dust at the sources, the continuous mining machine cutting head/drum, where the fragmentation process occurs. Improving the fragmentation process by understanding the
mechanisms of coal/rock breakage will not only reduce respirable dust at the face, it will also reduce dust liberated during the secondary handling such as loading and transportation etc.
Chapter 2

2.1 Literature Review

Research conducted by USBM (1) showed that the most significant underground quartz dust source was found in the continuous miner section where the miners are excavating rock. Another interesting result derived from this study (1) was that quartz dust generation and its size characteristics are affected by the morphology of the quartz bearing rock. Furthermore, the free silica bonding matrix in the rock is most likely responsible for quartz dust produced mechanical comminution.

According to Kissel’s (2) observation, 73% of dust generated from continuous miner, 25% from bolter, and 2% from beltway. If the continuous miner is cutting roof, floor or rock partings the amount of silica dust generated is beyond of an acceptable limit.

Repairable dust is defined by the criteria given in Table 2.1 (3). From table 1 it is obvious that less than 10 µm particles reach the alveolar region, whereas 50% of the 3.5 µm particles reach the alveolar regions, and so on.
Table 2.1. Criteria for Repairable Dust (3)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aerodynamic diameter (µ)</th>
<th>Percent respirable USAEC</th>
<th>Percent passing section, ACGIH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;2.0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A message from the Secretary of Labor says, “if it’s silica it’s not just dust” (4). The mining community has centered its attention on achieving two goals; first to minimize energy required for cutting operation and second to decrease the amount of respirable dust generated during the cutting process. Unfortunately these tasks have not been met successfully. There is a need to understand the mechanism of coal/rock breakage. One of the primary factors influencing mechanical comminution of rock/coal cutting is selection of proper cutting tool. (5,6,7,10,11,13,14).

Since the introduction of continuous miners in 1950’s, much work has been done to improve the phenomenon of the cutting tool. In a rotary cutting action the shape of the groove along the path of an individual bit resembles a crescent moon. Each bit on the drum starts the cutting face from zero depth of cut and as the bit penetrates further in the face, the depth of cut increases to a maximum at the center line of the path of each cutting bit, then the depth of cut decreases to zero when the bit exits the cutting face. Researchers in USBM addressed the problem of non-linear cutting action of the rotary cutting drum (15). In this study a linear cutting concept was developed from the analysis of rotary technology. The liner cutting drum cuts material to an open face most of the time with minimal secondary fragmentation (15). The liner cutting drum did not get out of the
laboratory because of two major reasons: a) the concept was totally unfamiliar to the mining industry; b) the drum required high torque gear box to be practically utilized.

In the past, enormous research has been carried out to select the design parameters for cutting tools on a trial and error basis (11). The mining industry is yet to receive a solution, which could provide optimum parameters for coal/rock cutting in underground coal mines. A few metals were tested at USBM (11) for their incendivity in methane air explosive mixtures. The results have suggested that materials like polycarbonate resin, an ultra high molecular weight polyethylene, and zinc alloys were potential metals that could be used. But these were not acceptable of holding the carbide tips during coal/rock cutting. Nickel-based alloys proved to be safer than iron based alloys as far as ignition was concerned. Research continued to find proper bit tip to prolong the life of the bit and reduce friction ignition. There are two shapes of cutting bits commonly utilized, namely, wedge type and point attack type. Although point attack type bits are used more frequently in the US, research indicates point attack bits suffer a lot of bit tip wear and damage (6). This is largely due to their inefficient rubbing contact with the wall of the cut groove (ridges/lands) as they profile.

Bit wear can be defined as the removal of material from the surface as a result of mechanical action. The mechanism of bit wear can be adhesion, abrasion, oxidation, or diffusion depending on cutting conditions. A study carried out to study the principles of bit wear and dust generation (6). In this study, four types of point attack/ conical used bits were obtained from different underground coalmines. The analysis showed that many bits did not rotate properly during cutting. The intention of using conical bits in the United
States coal mining was to keep bit tip sharp, it should wear symmetrically, as it rotates during the cutting process. As rock and coal debris plunge into the spacing between the bit blocks and bits, lock in of the bit into the bit block results. A study showed that worn bits with 15% weight loss generated about 26% more dust than the new bits(16). Researchers at USBM (11) indicated that the rate and form of bit wear highly depend on bit temperature. Bit velocity is the main parameter to influence the bit temperature. The wear rate of steel, stellate and carbide tools is reported to be independent of bit velocity when the bit velocity is below a critical value of 165 to 220 ft/min. Wear was observed to increase very rapidly above the critical velocities (11). Since bit velocity increases the temperature of the bit, it is necessary to ensure that bit velocity is below the critical value. However, low bit velocity will reduce production. A practical approach is to keep the temperature of the bit below the critical value at higher velocity (11).

Research work was conducted by a number of people on rotary cutting bits. Research at USBM (10) demonstrated that the specific energy and airborne dust (ARD) decreases significantly as the cutting depth increases and the optimum tool spacing to cutting depth ratio ranges from 2 to 3. Further study by the USBM researchers (10) concluded that different bit do not affect the ARD as significantly as cutting depth or specific energy, but various bits have different forces and energy requirements necessary to maintain a prescribed cutting depth.

Barker (12) and Pomeroy and Brown (13) reported that optimum spacing depends on the depth of cut. For a cut spacing at which neighboring grooves interacts, the cutting forces decrease after reaching a maximum. The maximum normally corresponds to the
condition of high product volume, low specific energy and low dust generation. Research also indicates that specific energy decreases with depth and spacing.

Many studies have addressed the influences on respirable dust generation during coal cutting process. Research was conducted at WVU (5) utilizing a series of single and multiple bit experiments on coal using a laboratory scale cutting machine in order to investigate the sources of respirable dust generation both at macro and micro levels. The Bureau of Mines conducted a series of experiments using four different coal types to determine the effect of attack angle and asymmetric bit wear on airborne respirable dust (ARD) generated by point attack bits in energy consumption (10). They established that the depth of cut has significant effect on the respirable dust and specific energy.

Research conducted at WVU indicates that specific respirable dust increased with increasing bit space in rotary cutting. As the bit spacing increases the grooves made by the bits do not interact and hence the ridges do not break. Instead of the formation of major chips, regrinding occurs in the grooves producing significant amount of fine dust. A series of preliminary laboratory experiments were carried out at the Department of Mining Engineering at WVU (5). Figure 2.1, shows experimental set up, figure 2.2, shows test coal block, Figure 2.3a-c shows tested coal blocks in different cleat directions and bit spacing. In this study a series of experiments were run with 7.62cm (3in) spacing. Three bits were mounted in an echelon pattern and a 6.35-7.62cam (2.5-3.0in) deep cut was made without breaking the boundary walls/ledges between the bit paths (see Figure 2.3a). this series of tests were carried out for the 15°, 30°, 45°, and 60° attack angles.
Figure 2.1. Test and Monitoring equipment facilities.

Figure 2.2. Typical specimen located in the confining chamber and ready for experiment.
With a 3.80cm (1.5in) spacing and five bits mounted in an echelon pattern, the side walls/ridges of the bit path were broken when the coal blocks were tested in both face and butt cleat direction (see Figures 2.3b and 2.3c). In these experiments the fracture surface was more regular when tested against butt cleat, walls/ridges between the cutting paths broke only partially and irregularly (see Figure 2.3c). A total breakage of the walls/ridges created a free face (see figure 2.3b), thus reducing the required resultant forces to cut the coal (5). As it was indicated earlier that depth of cut not only reduces primary and secondary dust generation, but also reduces required specific energy, depending on bit geometry. A series of preliminary experiments were carried out at the Academy of Sciences of Czech Republic, institute of Geonics, Ostrava, Czech Republic (7). Figure 2.4 shows typical experimental setup and Figure 2.5 shows tested rock utilizing bits of different geometry.
Among the tested bits, US2 performed very well. The author has indicated that this high performance of the US2 type bit was due to two geometric parameters, namely high clearance angle and prism shape of the cutting face of the bit, which further reduced the surface contract area of the bit during the cutting process. These two factors reduced the specific energy consumption for the bit, in particular, under deeper cutting condition (i.e., at a 3mm depth of cut, specific energy consumed by the bit was 18.4 MJ/m³ with a corresponding mean nominal force to mean cutting force ratio of 0.91 and 0.53, respectively). Results also indicated that specific energy consumed by the bit decreased with depth of cut. The damaged surfaces of the rock corresponding to different depth of cut are present in Figures 2.6 and 2.7.
In deeper cutting most of the energy was consumed in the fragmentation process rather than grinding material, hence resulted in a larger product size and fewer fine particles (see Figures 2.8-2.10).

Figure 2.6. cut surface of the rock at 12 mm and 9mm depth of cut utilizing US2 bit. Figure 2.7. Cut surface of the rock at 18 depth of cut, utilizing US2 bit.

Figure 2.8. Variation of mean normal force/mean cutting force with increasing depth of cut (7).
Figure 2.9. Variation of mean peak normal force/mean peak cutting force with increasing depth of cut (7).

Figure 2.10. Variation of specific energy with depth of cut (7)
Chapter 3

3.1 Methodology

One of the major problems in continuous miner head/drum is mainly associated with bit/tool geometry. As the bits/tools tips and bodies are not designed properly, resulting in inefficient performance of machine and tools producing high level of noise, fine particles and generating enormous amount of respirable dust. In a typical continuous miner drum, the bits cut face and their cutting ability mainly depend on the geometry of the bits. A proper design of the bit, which fragments the cutting face with least abrasive contact with the surrounding rock/coal, is essential (17). This design not only increases their cutting efficiency and wearing life it would also reduce respirable dust generation significantly. At present time the bits on drum act individually as cutting on a solid face without least interaction between the bits. The land/ridges between the bits often remains on the cutting face and results in abrasive action of the bit bodies with lands. Eventually the bit blocks will crush these lands. The interaction of the bit body with the lands and crushing of the lands by the bit blocks is the major source of respirable dust generation (25). An optimum bit tip design and streamlining of bit tip and body will increase the cutting efficiency of the bit and reduce both cutting noise and respirable dust generation (17).

In this research five conical bits are used to study and compare their effectiveness to reduce the amount of energy consumed and to reduce the specific dust produced. These bits are named as Bit A, Bit B, Bit C, bit D and U76K. The details of these bits and the
pictures are given in the section 3.7. Out of those five bits, one bit i.e. the bit U76k has been widely used in the industry and has proved its worthiness in terms of specific energy consumption and the amount of specific dust generated in the previous researches (24, 25, 28).

The continuous mining machines employ rotary cutting techniques. The main cutting parameters that influence the cutting efficiency of a continuous miner include bit spacing, depth of cut, bit geometry (16).

For the purpose of current studies an Automated Rotary Cutting Simulator (ARCCS) shown in the Figure (3.1) was used. This simulator enables the experimenter to simulate the in situ vertical and horizontal confining pressures and vary several other operating parameters like the depth of cut, cut spacing, velocity to the cutting head etc. Detailed description of the ARCCS is given in (24); some of the important aspects of the experimental process and the monitoring system are given.
3.2 Description of the ARCCS

A brief description of the major parts of the ARCCS is given in the following sections.

Main Frame:

The machine is mounted on a rectangular frame of 1.5m x 1.1m side dimensions and four legs. The legs are provided with the wheels for easy maneuverability.
**Confining Chamber:**

The confining chamber is made of 1in. thick steel. Inside dimension are 76.2cm x 50.8cm x 17.78cm (30in x 20in x 7in). the confining pressure to the blocks of material is applied by four hydraulic cylinders. Two of these were of 10 ton capacity each (which apply horizontal pressure), and the other two were of 20 ton capacity (which apply vertical pressure). Hydraulic pressure to the cylinders was applied by two manually operated hydraulic pumps.

**Cutting drum:**

The cutting drum is 17.78cm (7.0 in) in diameter and 30.5cm (12in.) in width. Depending on the height of the bit block, which is made to conform to certain predetermined bit attack angels, the tip to tip diameter varies virtually with each type of cutting bit. The metered hydraulic fluid flow gives the flexibility to rotate the drum at different rotations per minute (1 to 100 rpm) and to advance the drum into coal at any rate or 0 to 10.2cm (3 in). Power for the rotation of the drum is provided by a hydraulic motor the motor has a continuous torque of 99 joules (73 ft.-lbs) and a peak torque of 153 joule (113 ft.-lbs). With a 20:1 speed reduction ratio, the drum shaft attains a peak torque of 3051 joules (2250 ft.-lbs) Advancing and retreating of the cutting drum is accomplished by four hydraulic cylinders, two for advancing and two for retreating. These cylinders have a piston diameter of 2.5 cm (1 in.) and a stroke of 15.2 cm (6 in.). The pistons of the two hydraulic cylinders which are located at the operator end, one each on either side of the main frame push and retreat the movable frame on which the drum and the motor is mounted.
Other important parts of the ARCCS are the movable frame arrangements, air current generating unit, automated control and monitoring system. Apart from being able to operate manually the ARCCS can also be operated automatically. This system allows one to operate the drum rotation clockwise and anticlockwise. Also the frame with the drum can be pushed forward and backward to a predetermined distance. These functions can also be performed at the same time depending upon the experimental design. The control panel is shown in fig.3.2
Figure 3.2. Control Panel of Automated Rotary Cutting Simulator (ARCCS)
3.3 Synthetic Material

A synthetic material with known physical properties was used for this study. This material was composed of the following ingredients. There were two attempts made to formulate this material and the ratio of composing components in each try is given in the table 3.1. The material in first attempt was very soft and was not representative of the actual coal/rock situation. The ratios of the components were changed to get a better material in the second attempt.

Table 3.1. Components of the synthetic material

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Sand</th>
<th>Cement</th>
<th>Gypsum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st attempt</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd attempt</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The ingredients were thoroughly mixed and blended before water was added. The mixed material was then poured down into wooden moulds (16¼” x 14¼” x 4¼”) and allowed to dry up and gain the strength for 3 weeks from mixing.

3.4 Physical and Mechanical properties of Synthetic Material:

The experimental synthetic material was molded into wooden moulds to yield the blocks with a uniform dimension of (16” x 14” x 4”) to suit the testing conditions of the confining chamber of the ARCCS. The cutting bits were mounted on the cutting head and the attack angle of the bit was kept at 45° for all experiments. The material was created in a controlled environment so that all the blocks posses the same physical and mechanical properties. Table 3.2 describes the physical and mechanical properties of this material obtained in the laboratory through standard test procedures.
Table 3.2. Physical and Mechanical Properties of the material

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material Property</th>
<th>1st Attempt</th>
<th>2nd Attempt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unconfined Compressive Strength, psi</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young’s Modulus, psi</td>
<td>35450</td>
<td>47150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tensile Strength (Brazilian), psi</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson’s Ratio</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.5 Data Acquisition Methods

The data acquisition system and physical measurement devices are available in the rock/coal cutting laboratory. The system used for this study is shown in the Figure 3.3. Using the facilities, the following parameters were recorded studied in each experiment:

- Cutting pressure
- Penetration Pressure
- Cutting Depth
- Amount of respirable dust generated
- Mass of rock cut product

A model 1246 strip chart recorder is the main part of the data acquisition system with the ARCCS. In edition to the chart recorder, the data obtained from the experiments were also recorded digitally by using the μMac-5000 WOS software. The experiment data on cutting pressure, penetration pressure, and the depth of cut are fed to the strip chart recorder. Research suggests that an attack angle of 45° (36). So the angle of attack was
kept at 45° for all the experiments. The vertical confinement pressure was kept at approximately 200 psi. The horizontal confinement pressure was about 1/3rd of the vertical confinement pressure. The maximum depth of cut was about 1.5 in. The advance rate of cutting platform was kept at 0.07in/sec. A number of experiments were conducted with four different kinds of bits.

Figure 3.3 . Data Acquisition System of Automated Rotary Cutting Simulator (ARCCS)
3.6 Dust sampling

Series 296 type Marple personal cascade impactors were used to collect the respirable dust (after Anon, 1982). These impactors have six stages and a backup filter. They can give complete, accurate aerodynamic particle size distributions. Two impactors one at the top and one at the bottom with respect to the cutting head, are mounted during every experiment. Dupont air pumps were used to operate the cascade impactors. The air pumps were recharged to full before conducting each experiment. The suction rate of the air pumps was maintained at 2L / minute. The principle of operation of the impactors is based on the flow entering the inlet cowl and accelerating through the six radial slots in the first stage. Particle larger than the cut point of the first stage impact on the perforated collection substrate. Then the air stream flows through the narrower slots in the second stage of impactors, smaller particles impact on the substrate in the second stage and so on. The width of the radial slots is constant for each substrate but is smaller for each succeeding stage. The jet velocity is higher for each succeeding, and smaller particles eventually acquire sufficient momentum to impact on one of the stages. The cascade impactors used in this study is shown in the figure 3.4

The six stages of a cascade impactor, stages 3 to 8 collect particles with different Geometric Mean Diameter (GMD) in each stage. Table 3.2 describes the GMD of different stages. The impactors were prepared 24 hours before they were used. The preparation includes the following: cleaning of each stage, cleaning the cowl and evenly spraying the grease to form a film under the slots of the preceding stages. Model C-290-MY mylar media filters, 34 mm in diameter were greased by model 290IGS Impaction
Grease Sprayer. The original weight of the substrate was measured immediately before and after an experiment to the nearest 0.01 mg. by a Sartorious type 2462, semiautomatic, electronic analytical balance with digital readout. The amount of settled dust generated for each experiment was collected in a chamber under the cutting and was weighed subsequently.

Table 3.3. Different stages and their GMD in a cascade impactor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Stage 3</th>
<th>Stage 4</th>
<th>Stage 5</th>
<th>Stage 6</th>
<th>Stage 7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GMD microns</td>
<td>12.25</td>
<td>7.75</td>
<td>4.58</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>1.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.4. Cascade Impactor assembly
### 3.7 Characteristics of Cutting Bits

Five kind of conical bits were tested. These bits are U76K, bit A, bit B, bit C, bit D and all of these conical bits were designed by Khair (2001) and fabricated by Kennametal Inc of Bedford, Pennsylvania. The geometry of all the bits from bit A through Bit D is same except for the size and shape of the of the tip. Bit A has the largest size tip, bit B has the medium size tip, bit C has the smallest size tip, whereas bit D has groves cut in the tip to give more stress concentration around the tip. All of these bits are typically made of 15B35 steel and are simultaneously brazed and heat-treated. The tips are composed of tungsten carbide. The insert has an average density of 14.6 g/cm³, contains 8.2 – 8.8% cobalt. The bits used are shown in the figures 3.5-3.10. Bits A through D are compared with bit U76k that is also obtained from Kennametal. In the previous research, U76K was among the best bits in regards to the energy consumption (25, 28).
Figure 3.5. Bit A (Bit with the largest tip)
Figure 3.6. Bit B (Bit with medium size tip)
Figure 3.7. Bit C (bit with small size tip)
Figure 3.8. Bit D (Bit with ridges/grooves on the tip)
Figure 3.9. Bit U76K
Figure 3.10. All bits used in this study compared
3.8 Rock Cutting Experiments

Molded specimens were placed in the confining chamber of the ARCCS. A thick steel plate and wooden plates were placed between specimen and hydraulic jacks to distribute the confining pressure all over the specimen surfaces. The operating parameters such as velocity of the cutting head (rpm), and the maximum depth of cut were set prior to starting the experiment. The velocity of the cutting head was set at 100 rpm and the maximum dept of cut for all the experiment was set at 1.5 inches. The cutting drum of the ARCCS can hold nine bits at a time; the bit spacing allowed by the design of the drum is 1.5 inches from tip to tip. The average rate of advance of the cutting drum for each experiment was found to be 0.14in/sec. Four different kinds of bits were mounted in the bit holders for each experiment. For each experiment, the depth of cut was predetermined and cutting head stopped advancing automatically when predetermined depth of cut was reached. Two cascade impactors were placed, one at the bottom and one at the middle horizon of the cutting head to take the dust samples as shown in the Figure 3.4 and mentioned earlier.
The Experiments were run with all the 9 bits placed in the cutting drum of the ARCCS for all 4 kinds of bits in each experiment. The drum ceases to advance when it reaches the predetermined depth of cut due to the automatic stopping feature of the ARCCS. In the mean time the cutting parameters; cutting pressure and penetration force and depth of cut were recorded by the computer and the analog chart data recorder at the same time. The ARCCS was stopped after the experiment and the dust generated was allowed to settle down while the air pumps were still run to collect the respirable dust. Amount of cut material and the amount of respirable during each experiment was weighed and the subsequent specific dust was measured. The specimen after cutting are shown in the Figures 3.12-3.14
Figure 3.12. Multiple Cutting in the specimen block (Bit C)
Figure 3.13 . Multiple Cutting in the specimen block (bit B)
Figure 3.14. Multiple Cutting in the specimen block (Big A)
Chapter 4

Experimental Results and Analysis

Although a limited number of experiments were carried out, some interesting results have been obtained from this research. According to the experimental design, five concrete blocks were used as described earlier. Five types of bits including U76K and four newly designed bits (bits A, B, C & D) were used to cut each block. A total of five experiments were carried out using one type of bit at a time in each of the nine bit holders of the drum. The cutting and penetration force required, penetration depth, the amount of respirable dust and cut products were recorded. The resultant force, specific energy consumed and the specific dust produced for each experiments were calculated and shown in the Figures 4.1- 4.18. In each experiment the respirable dust generated is collected at two locations in the ARCCS one at the middle of the drum and another at the bottom of the drum area.

4.1 Results and Analysis

The maximum depth of cut/sumping was set mechanically to 1.5-1.6 inches before the bit cone base will interact with the rock, however some bit penetrated only to a limited depth and in some experiments the bit cleared the path beyond 1.5 inches and after that the machine stalled. In this case the required forces by some bits were less beyond the 1.5 inches depth of cut. The variations in the parameters recorded for each bit and experiments are attributed to the difference in bit geometry and shape. A close analysis of the results show (Figures4.1 – 4.20), that the relative position of the tip in regard to the
bit body and size of the bit tip and cone tip have a detrimental effect on the performance of the individual bits.

### 4.2 Bit Geometry and Penetration Force

It is obvious from the graph that penetration force increases with the increasing size of the bit tip for bits A through D. The bit U76K has the largest penetration force. (Fig. 4.13 & 4.16)

### 4.3 Bit Geometry and Cutting Force

The results of the experiment showed that the cutting force decreases with the decrease in the size of the bit tip. Bit A has the largest cutting force and bit U76k has the smallest cutting force. (Fig. 4.2, 4.14, 4.17)

### 4.4 Resultant Forces

The important characteristics of the bit design is to consume less energy during penetration and to maximize cutting force, limiting penetration minimizes cutting products. Bit U76K consumed more than 3 times penetration forces than the rest of the bits while its cutting force is less than the others. However the resultant force for U76K is higher than the rest of the bits (Fig. 4.18), this resulted in higher specific dust and higher specific energy, an indication of the dissipating energy in grinding of the face. The resultant force consumed by the bit should be compared with specific dust generation and specific energy. Hence specific dust and specific energy should be a measure of the optimum bit parameter design.
4.5 Bit Geometry and Specific Dust

The results of the experiment showed that the specific dust generated increases from Bit A through bit D and U76K (fig 4.19). It is obvious that amount of dust generation is proportional to the area of contact, interface between the bit tip and the rock. At the beginning of the cut, limited penetration has advantages for U76K, because of the small bit tip. However after the depth of cut exceeds the height of the bit tip the body/cone of the bit, which is much larger than the bit tip, will have contact with the rock and results in jamming of the bit with the face. Bit D has the same bit cone geometry as bit A, however the size of the bit tip is smaller and the bit height is shorter. Further more the bit tip has ridges. During cutting process forces required by the Bit D were much less than bit A, because of higher stress concentration developed on the rock by these ridges. However beyond the height of the bit tip, the rock grove was not cleared by the bit tip, hence the bit came in contact with the rock. It is evident that the stream lining of the bit tip and bit cone is essential in order to consume less forces and produce less dust during cutting process.

4.6 Bit Geometry and Specific Energy

The experimental results show that the amount of the specific energy required increases from Bit A through Bit D, with bit U76K being the largest consumer of the specific energy, as shown in the Figure (4.20). Observation of the experiment and analysis of data indicated that two major parameters effecting performance of the cutting tool; 1) stream lining of the bit tip and bit cone, 2) the size of the bit tip. The stream lining of the bit
geometry and cylindrical bit cone not only require less cutting forces but it will also reduce dust generation, limiting cutting and abrasion of the rock by the bit cone. The size of the bit tip induces higher fracture intensity on rock underneath the bit, hence in a subsequent cut a larger amount of material is removed with less required forces. Hence reduces specific energy by doing so.
Penetration force Vs depth of cut (Bit A)

Fig 4.1 Graph showing penetration force for bit A
Fig 4.2 Graph showing cutting force for bit A
Fig 4.3 Graph showing resultant force for bit A
Fig 4.4 Graph showing penetration force for bit B
Cutting Force Vs Depth of Cut (Bit B)

Fig 4.5 Graph showing cutting force for bit B
Resultant Force Vs Depth of Cut (B)

Fig 4.6 Graph showing resultant force for bit B
Penetration Force Vs Depth of Cut (Bit C)

Fig 4.7 Graph showing penetration force for bit C
Fig 4.8 Graph showing cutting force for bit C
Resultant Force Vs Depth of Cut (C)

Fig 4.9 Graph showing resultant force for bit C
Penetration Force Vs Depth of Cut (Bit D)

Fig 4.10 graph showing penetration force for bit D
Cutting Force Vs Depth of Cut (Bit D)

Fig 4.11 Graph showing cutting force for bit D
Fig 4.12 Graph showing resultant force for bit D
Fig 4.13 Graph showing penetration force for bit U76K
Fig 4.14 Graph showing cutting force for bit U76K
Fig 4.15 Graph showing resultant force for bit U76K
Fig. 4.16 Graph showing penetration force for all bits
Fig. 4.17 Graph showing cutting force for all bits
Fig. 4.18 Graph showing resultant force for all bits
Specific Dust for all 5 Bits Compared

Fig. 4.19 Graph showing specific dust for all bits
4.7 Analysis

Assessment of the bit-rock interaction reveals a significant number of parameters affecting design of cutting tool. These findings are summarized as follows.
1. The magnitude of cutting and penetration forces is dependent on the area of contact between the bits and the rock. The smaller the bit, the smaller is the area of contact between bit and rock, increases stress concentration for a given machine power, hence reduces cutting and penetration forces.

2. Larger bit tip imposes more damage to the rock, results in more fracture and decreases specific energy during cutting, particularly in multi bit interaction, provided depth of cut to bit spacing is optimum.

3. An optimum area of contact is essential in order to have sufficient bit penetration and prolong the life of the bit. That is to say that small bit will not last too long, while a larger bit limits bit penetration and causes machine vibration.

4. U76K is a typical bit design commonly used in the coal industry. Assessment of this bit indicated that the bit tip/nose is almost submerged in the bit cone. At very shallow depth of cut only the tip of the nose is in contact and results in less energy consumption. After a limited penetration approximately 0.25 in the bit cone become in contact with the rock and results in much more specific energy consumption and limits bit penetration as it can be seen in figure 4.13-4.18, the bits only penetrate to 0.9 inches, further penetration is beyond the capability of the ARCCS available power. This type of the design reduces interface stress concentration between the bits and the rock, limits bit penetration, increases resultant forces, increases specific energy and specific dust abrasion of the bit cone with the rock.
4.8 Conclusions

It is obvious from the results that the resultant force is the highest on the bit U76K because of improper bit tip and cone design. This improper bit and cone arrangement has also affected the amount of dust generation mainly due to abrasive interaction of bit and rock. As the bit tip and bit cone size and arrangements are changed in the case of bit A-D, the resultant forces are varied for each bit depending upon the size of the bit tips and fracture imposed by bit to the rock. The relative position of the bit tip is also very significant, both for stress concentration and abrasive reaction. The larger bits results in higher resultant forces during cutting. However the specific dust and specific energy are in general opposite with respect to resultant forces. The larger bit tip causes more fracture on the cutting material, hence more material is removed and require less specific energy and with less bit body contact it will produces less specific dust. Stream lining of bit tip as bit cone and cylindrical bit cone is important element in bit design. Further more the extended slope angle of the bit tip should not intersect the bit cone. This design limits interaction of bit cone with rock, hence reduces/eliminates abrasion and crushing of the bit cone on the ridges/wall of the bit path/grove.

4.9 Recommendations

Only limited numbers of experiments have been carried out in this research. A detailed and more comprehensive study is needed in order to evaluate precisely the effects of bit geometry in multiple bit-rock/coal interaction. The comprehensive study will enable one to make parametric study of bit geometry to determine the bit geometric parameters for cutting rock/coal.
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